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of this case study reveals that many uncertainties reduce the
confidence of the retrieved estimates of the crystal fall velocity. However, this paper allows
for assessing the technique
Geoscientific
feasibility by identifying the main critical issues for future
Model Development
similar investigations.
This study shows that such approach is feasible; however,
the methodology should be improved and some directions
have been suggested forHydrology
future campaigns.
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Sedimentation of ice crystal is an important process in clouds
and has a large influence on their microphysical properties.
Science
In situ measurements Ocean
(Heymsfield
and Miloshevich, 2003)
have shown that the top of a cirrus cloud is mainly composed of small but numerous ice crystals, whereas the bottom consists more of few large crystals. Such vertical distributions can have some local cooling or warming radiative
effects (Khvorostyanov and Sassen, 2002). In a study that reSolid Earth
lated climate sensitivity to atmospheric
global climate model
(GCM) parameters, Sanderson et al. (2008) identified the ice
crystal fall speed as the second most influential parameter to
climate sensitivity, and a decrease in fall speed was related to
an increase in cirrus cloud coverage, humidity and long-wave
cloud forcing. Similar conclusions have been obtained using
The Cryosphere
Lagrangian numerical simulations (Montoux et al., 2010). It
has been also demonstrated (Jakob, 2002) that, in the weather
Open Access
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Abstract. Cirrus ice particle sedimentation velocity (vs ) is
one of the critical variables for the parameterization of cirrus properties in a global climate model (GCM). In this
study a methodology to estimate cirrus properties, such as
crystal mean fall speed, through successive lidar measurements is evaluated. This “Match” technique has been applied
on cirrus cloud observations and then tested with measurements from two ground-based lidars located in the Mediterranean area. These systems, with similar instrumental characteristics, are installed at the Observatory of Haute Provence
(OHP, 43.9◦ N, 5.7◦ E) in France and at Rome Tor Vergata
(RTV, 41.8◦ N, 12.6◦ E) in Italy. At a distance of approximately 600 km, the two lidar stations have provided systematic measurements for several years and are along a typical direction of an air path. A test case of an upper tropospheric cirrus, observed over both sites during the night between 13 and 14 March 2008, has been selected and the feasibility of the Match-cirrus approach investigated through this
case. The analysis through lidar principal parameters (vertical location, geometrical thickness and optical depth) reveals
a case of a thin sub-visible cirrus (SVC) located around the
tropopause. A first range of values for vs (1.4–1.9 cm s−1 ,
consistent with simple-shaped small crystals) has been retrieved with a simplified approach (adiabatic transport and
“frozen” microphysical conditions inside the cirrus). The
backward trajectory analysis suggests a type of cirrus formed
by large-scale transport processes (adiabatic cooling of moist
air masses coming from the subtropical area around Mexico
gulf), which is characterized by a long atmospheric lifetime
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forecast model of the European Centre for Medium Range
Weather Forecast (ECMWF), the global mean integral radiation flux divergence decreases from 110 W m−2 to 90 W m−2
for assumed fixed values of the crystal fall speed from 0.1 to
2 m s−1 . The importance of a correct representation of the
sedimentation in large-scale models appears clearly when
comparing the difference of 20 W m−2 with the 3.5 W m−2
radiative forcing due to the greenhouse effect for doubling
CO2 . Sedimentation is also important in the evolution of the
cloud structure and in the humidity field inside the cirrus
as sedimenting ice crystals can quench in-cloud nucleation
(Spichtinger and Gierens, 2009).
One of the main missing pieces of information for the determination of cirrus impacts was, up until recently, the altitude characterization of their vertical location and stratification. Cirrus clouds that consist of a small number of particles exhibit large scattering but tenuous optical depth. Spaceborne passive remote sensing instruments in the infrared, due
to their low sensitivity, are not able to vertically characterize
a part of these clouds, as in cases of a semitransparent cirrus
(high, thin cirrus) and multi-layer clouds (thin cirrus overlying low clouds) (Stubenrauch et al., 1999). On the contrary,
active remote sensing methods based on lidar can detect high
and thin cirrus clouds with high vertical spatial and temporal
resolution. Lidar measurements give access to backscattering
vertical profiles of cirrus clouds, from which it is possible
to directly derive their absolute geometric height and thickness with typical resolutions of 10 to 100 m (Sassen et al.,
2008). Backscattering ratio, which is related to the number of
particles, their size, shape, composition and phase, can provide, with some assumptions, information about these quantities. Lidar can be operated continuously, which then gives
some indication of the variability of the cirrus above the instrument. For ground-based measurements, this variability is
mainly related to advection and to the cirrus life cycle, as
cirrus particles are both transported by the mean flow and
subjected to ice crystal formation processes. Several statistics have been derived from these measurements (Goldfarb
et al., 2001; Sassen and Campbell, 2001; Cadet et al., 2005),
but the global coverage of these observations, although they
can provide useful information about the occurrence and
cirrus types, is too poor to deduce accurate global radiative estimates. Similar measurements are now available from
space with the Calipso mission (Sassen et al., 2009; Taylor et
al., 2011) that show good agreement with ground-based stations (Dupont et al., 2010), and provide better knowledge of
the horizontal distribution of the ice clouds (Chepfer et al.,
2008). However, these measurements do not directly provide
information about the life cycle of the cirrus clouds because
space-borne passive measurements do not retrieve cloud altitudes accurate enough for such investigations.
Vertical velocity in cirrus clouds can be measured through
Doppler radar by averaging Doppler velocity over a long period (Orr and Kropfli, 1999) and by explicitly solving ice
crystal velocity within the sample volume using 3 Doppler
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 6, 457–470, 2013

moments (Deng and Mace, 2006). The main limitation of the
technique is that it is mainly sensitive to large particles (i.e.
effective ice crystal radius > 50µm). On the contrary, the application of coherent Doppler lidar, which provides very accurate measurements of vertical velocity also in cirrus nucleating zones (Grund et al., 2001), is limited to optically
thin clouds. A methodology which couples radar and lidar
measurements has been developed (Tinel et al., 2005), but,
as shown by Donovan and van Lammeren (2001), this cloud
radar–lidar synergy cannot retrieve ice crystals with an effective radius lower than 10 µm.
However, ice particle growth, sedimentation, aggregation,
light absorption, and evaporation could be investigated using
a Lagrangian tracking method: The detailed locations and
so the history of individual ice particle clusters and physical properties would be tracked as a function of time. This
method, known as the Match method (von der Gathen et al.,
1995), consists in making a measurement at a given place and
time, using forward trajectory to see if the sounded air mass
will transit, by chance, over another sites equipped with similar instruments, and making a second measurement of the
same air mass at the corresponding time matching with the
forecast trajectory.
Observations from different locations within a given region of interest, coupled with Lagrangian trajectories, were
developed to quantify chemical ozone loss in the Arctic
stratosphere (Rex et al., 1998, 1999) using ozonesondes.
They were then applied to water vapour satellite data (Luo
and Rossow, 2004), and, more recently, to polar stratospheric cloud (PSC) studies during the International Polar
Year (IPY).
The objective of this study was to describe the first observations obtained with two ground-based lidar, investigating
existing data archives from both stations in order to assess
the feasibility of a possible future observation strategy that
couples lidar measurements to a Lagrangian tracking method
to study cirrus cloud formation, air mass history and, in particular here, mean cirrus fall speed. The Eulerian characteristics of lidar technique, its typical temporal and vertical
resolution in upper troposphere (tens of minutes and of meters), together with cirrus high horizontal variability, do not
allow for deriving sedimentation velocity through measurements of only one lidar. In fact, to appreciate the sedimentation speed of cirrus crystals (between 0.1–200 cm per second
for ice crystals with an effective radius from 5 to 500 µm,
Schmitt and Heymsfield, 2009) during a single lidar session
with a vertical resolution of 75 m, lidar measurements should
last at least two or three hours and, within this period, cirrus clouds should exhibit a negligible variability in order to
explain changes in cirrus mean height only with crystal fall
speed.
The proposed observing strategy includes using several lidar systems and a trajectory tracking method in order to measure the same cirrus cloud at different times and then, because of advection, at different places. Exploiting the high
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/457/2013/
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resolution of lidar measurements to characterize cirrus vertical structures and the so-called Match technique, the idea
is to apply this methodology to investigate the mean changes
of the microphysical cloud properties over quasi-stationary
cloud periods (Hoareau et al., 2009) through the analysis
of the variations of the derived lidar parameters observed
by successive measurements located along the estimated directions of the air mass trajectory. In particular, the vertical
shape of the cirrus over few hours of transport can be associated with crystal vertical distribution and, partly, with the
sedimentation velocity.
In comparison to a lidar–radar synergy (Tinel et al., 2005),
the employment of the Match–lidar observation strategy proposed here, providing unique measurements about the mean
changes of the microphysical cloud properties during a cirrus
advection over hundreds of km, could extend the investigation also to subvisible (SVC, with ice crystals < 10 µm) and
optically thick (with a visible optical depth up to 1.5–2) cirrus. This would bring helpful information for the parameterization of cirrus formation and evolution in GCM. Eventually,
in the future, this approach could also be used with a lidar–
radar approach.
The advanced lidar systems at Observatory of HauteProvence (OHP) and at Rome-Tor Vergata (RTV) located,
respectively, in the south of France and in central Italy, are
at a reciprocal distance of 600 km, along a typical direction
of front progression in the Mediterranean area. These geographical favourable conditions and the instrumental characteristics of OHP and RTV lidars (similar in terms of emitted
wavelengths and capabilities) suggested testing the Match–
lidar cirrus strategy, analysing the existing dataset of these
two systems.
Thus, in this work, subsamples of the two lidar have been
processed with a common algorithm procedure and coupled with a trajectory analysis. The main idea was to assess
the technique feasibility through the study of a Match test.
Therefore, a case of upper tropospheric thin cirrus measured
over the two sites has been selected and analysed through the
Match strategy and the main critical issues of this approach
have been characterized.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, the main instrumental characteristics of the both lidar systems are briefly
described together with the cirrus retrieval algorithms, while
Sect. 3 addresses the Match–lidar methodology itself. The
results of this approach are provided in Sect. 4, where the
developed procedure is applied to both lidar datasets. A test
case of an upper tropospheric cirrus observed by the two systems during the night between 13 and 14 March 2008 is studied. The associated uncertainties and the case consistency are
discussed. Finally, in Sect. 5, the results, the limitations and
the improvements required to quantitatively adopt this technique are discussed as a preparation for the setup of specific
campaigns performed on alert.

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/457/2013/
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Lidar systems description and retrieval of cirrus
characteristics

At the OHP (43.9◦ N, 5.7◦ E, and 678 m altitude), a program
of systematic lidar soundings of stratosphere and troposphere
has been running for two decades (Goldfarb et al., 2001). The
system utilizes a doubled Nd : YAG laser, which emits a light
pulse of ∼ 10 ns at 532.2 nm, with 50 Hz repetition rate and
300-mJ average pulse energy. The receiver employs a multiple collecting telescope configuration for NDACC (Network
for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Changes)
operations. For the Upper Troposphere/Lower Stratosphere
(UTLS) soundings, a single receiving telescope (20 cm diameter) with an adjustable diaphragm to reduce the collector efficiency is used. Transmitted beam and receiver field
of view are zenith oriented. The photon counting system has
a 0.5 ms bin width, corresponding to an altitude resolution
of 75 m; the received backscatter signal is generally averaged over 160 s intervals. The observations are performed
at night. The lidar is operated for most of the weather permitting nights, allowing cirrus detection between 100–150
nights per year. The typical time measurement period is 6 h.
Raman channels for nitrogen and water vapour were also implemented (Sherlock et al., 1999). Atmospheric temperature
measurements are taken from high-resolution (Vaisala RS92)
radiosondes launched from Nimes, the closest meteorological station (∼ 80 km east of OHP).
The Rayleigh-Mie-Raman (RMR) lidar located in the
suburban area of RTV (41.8◦ N, 12.6◦ E, and 107 m altitude), at the Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (ISAC), utilizes a Nd : YAG laser with second and
third harmonic generators which emits two pulsed beams
in the green (532.2 nm, 200 mJ energy per pulse) and in
the UV (354.8 nm, 400 mJ energy per pulse), with 10 Hz
repetition rate and ∼ 7 ns pulse width. The green beam is
used to receive the elastic backscatter from the air molecules
and aerosol particles; the UV beam is used to obtain Raman backscattering signals from water vapour and nitrogen
molecules and to calculate the water vapour mixing ratio
(Dionisi et al., 2010). Also in this case, a multiple telescope
configuration is adopted in the receiver to collect the signal
return from different altitude layers and obtain profiles of the
interesting parameters over a wide altitude atmospheric interval (Congeduti et al., 1999). The acquisition vertical resolution is 75 m and the signals are integrated over 60 s (600
laser pulses) and recorded. The RMR system is operated in
a manual mode and provides 40–60 nighttime measurements
per year. High-resolution radiosounding data (Vaisala RS92)
are available from the Italian Meteorological Service in Pratica di Mare (25 km south-west of Tor Vergata). These are utilized for the calibration of the water vapour Raman profiles,
and to add complementary parameters (e.g. density, temperature, etc.) to the lidar results. Technical characteristics of the
two instruments are provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Transmitter and receiver characteristics of the OHP and RTV lidar systems.
Rome-RTV
(41.8◦ N, 12.6◦ E, 107 m a.s.l)

OHP
(43.9◦ N, 5.7◦ E, 678 m a.s.l)

Transmitter
Laser type
Wavelenght
Energy per pulse
Pulse repetition rate
beam diameter
beam divergence

Nd:Yag
532 nm–355 nm
200 mJ–400 mJ
10 Hz
45 mm
0.1 mrad

Nd:Yag
532 nm
400 mJ
50 Hz
20 mm
0.4 mrad

Receiver

Collector 1

Collector 2

Collector 3

Collector 1

Collector 2

Collector 3

Type of telescope
Diameter, f-number
Field of view (mrad)
Optic fiber

Newtonian array
9 · 500 mm, F3
0.6
yes

Newtonian
300 mm, F3
0.9
yes

Newtonian
150 mm, F3
1.8
yes

Newtonian array
4 · 500 mm, F3
0.4
yes

Newtonian
800 mm, F3
0.7
yes

Newtonian
100 mm, F2
10
yes

387 nm
407 nm
532 nm
2–15 (Raman)
25–80 (elastic)
60
75

387 nm
407 nm
532 nm
0.1–5 (Raman)
6-40 (elastic)
60
75

Data acquisition
Raman channels N2
H2 O
Elastic channels
Sounding range (km)
Time resolution (sec)
Vertical resolution (m)

In cases of Match events (see Sect. 3), the same data analysis procedure is applied to the raw lidar data of the two
instruments in order to detect the presence of a cirrus and
provide its vertical shape. In particular, this procedure consists in deriving the backscattering ratio (BSR, the ratio between the sum of the Mie and Rayleigh backscattering coefficients and the Rayleigh backscattering coefficient) vertical
profiles from the ratio between the return signal at 532 nm
and nitrogen Raman signal (Ferrare et al., 2001), and in using this quantity to obtain the optical depth of the mid- and
upper-atmosphere (between 7 and 12/13 km, approximately),
assuming a fixed value of the lidar ratio (i.e. extinction-tobackscatter ratio, LR, Platt and Diley, 1984), with a temporal
resolution of the original raw data.
In order to get a reasonable compromise between measurement accuracy and atmospheric variability, the time series of the optical depth are analysed through an iterative
method designed to research discontinuity points in order to
define periods of quasi-stationary conditions regarding statistical variability (Lanzante, 1996). Data analyses are then
performed on these integrated periods to derive accurate optical cirrus properties (Hoareau et al., 2009). The backscattering profile retrieval is based on the methodology described
in Goldfarb et al. (2001) for OHP lidar and slightly modified for the RMR Italian lidar, permitting characterization of
cirrus clouds through some lidar principal parameters (LPP)
such as the absolute geometric height, thickness, the mean
backscattering ratio, the relative height to tropopause and the
optical depth.
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607 nm
660 nm
532 nm

532 nm

532 nm
2–10 (Raman)

0.5–8 (elastic)
60
75

3

25–80 (elastic)
160
75

160
75

0.2–30 (elastic)
160
75

Description of the Match cirrus technique

As previously mentioned, the Match method was initially applied to estimate the chemical ozone loss on the Artic stratosphere and, more recently, to study PSC during IPY. The basic idea of a Match method is as follows: after an air parcel
has been probed at a given place and time (departure site), its
forward trajectory is calculated; if the air mass transits over
(or close to) another site (arrival site) that performs a second
sampling with a similar instrument, then the two measurements form a “Match” and can be compared. The comparison of these two successive measurements of the same air
mass gives direct information about its composition. A similar approach has been applied here to study cirrus evolution
with two ground-based lidar stations, OHP and RTV, which
are the departure and the arrival site, respectively. Associated
with these lidar measurements, two clusters of five trajectories (backward and forward) are launched for each site at
three different altitudes (8, 10 and 12 km, respectively) corresponding to the 3 main cirrus cloud clusters (Keckhut et
al., 2006) to find potential Match cases between both sites in
the upper troposphere. The central trajectory of each altitude
starts at the lidar station and the other four trajectories are
started 0.5◦ each to the north, south, east and west (approximately 55 km in latitude and 40 km in longitude) of the central one. Trajectories are considered reliable (not divergent)
only if, at the ending point (i.e. at the arrival lidar station), the
sum of the distances between the central and the other four
trajectories does not exceed the initial sum of the distances at
the starting lidar station of no more than 20 %.

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/457/2013/
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Match cases are those fulfilling two fixed criteria:

4

– the nearest points to the arrival lidar station of the central trajectory for each of two clusters should be at a distance lower than a maximum value (Rmax , spatial Match
condition);

4.1

– the time spent by the air mass to move from one site to
the other should be included within 1tm , which is the
time lag defined by the lidar measurement starting time
of the departure site and the lidar measurement ending
time of the arrival site (temporal Match condition).
Uncertainties associated with the Match method are, in general, composed of systematic and random errors. Systematic
errors are inherent in the measurement techniques adopted in
the Match method (in our case, lidar technique and the trajectory code). Referring to the four sources of random errors
attached to the Match method used for ozone loss quantifications, identified by Lehmann et al. (2005), the successive
campaigns were helpful in improving the methodology based
on the effort of identifying and reducing all the identified
sources of error. Similar uncertainties exist when applying
the Match method to identifying cirrus properties. The lidar
technique itself with one wavelength does not introduce the
largest uncertainty while the direct variables are used (altitude and optical depth) and depends on vertical resolution
(here 75 m). The cluster trajectory approach, even though
used in many applications, represents the largest uncertainties and relies on the accuracy of the meteorological analyses
and mainly the vertical wind. The remaining two other error
sources, non-zero match radius (i.e. spatial coincidence between the second lidar measurement and the calculated position of the air mass) and deviation between single measurements and mean quantities (i.e. representativeness of individual lidar sessions to describe cirrus mean variations), are two
critical points because of the high temporal and spatial variability of cirrus clouds. The contribution of the latter source
can be reduced by the quasi-stationary integration approach
described previously, which somehow gives an average quantity of the location of the cloud that smooth the local variability due to inhomogeneities of temperature and water vapour
fields (Keckhut et al., 2013). A suitable maximum match radius (Rmax ), instead, must be applied to limit the error contribution of the former source. However, the value of Rmax
strictly depends on the horizontal extension and variability
of the cirrus; for the case considered in this work, Rmax is
fixed to 150 km.
If air masses fulfil these conditions and the presence of cirrus is revealed in both lidar datasets, the significant changes
of cirrus mean optical characteristics can then be attributed
to real changes of the cirrus vertical structures.

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/457/2013/
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Results
French–Italian experimental setup

The French and the Italian lidar sites are located along one of
the typical directions of the front progression in the Mediterranean area. This statement has been confirmed by studying
the origin of the air masses arriving daily above the RTV site
at 00:00 UTC. In fact, using the GDAS (Global Data Assimilation System) dataset for five years (2006–2010), the 24-h
backward trajectories for three different heights (8, 10 and
12 km, respectively) have been calculated through the Hybrid
Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT,
Draxler and Rolph, 2003) model, in order to determine the
frequency of occurrence of the air masses that passed over
a 0.7◦ × 0.7◦ grid centred at OHP before arriving at RTV.
This analysis has highlighted that the OHP–RTV direction
(N–SE) is one of the more frequent directions for the upper
tropospheric air mass displacement in the northwest Mediterranean region, and more than 10 % of the air masses, which
arrive at RTV at 00:00 UTC, have previously passed over
OHP (OHP/RTV air mass coincidence).
Figure 1 depicts the cumulative occurrence (in %) of the
time spent by the air masses (at 8, 10 and 12 km; solid,
dashed and dotted lines, respectively) to go from OHP to
RTV, during the 2006–2010 period. It has to be noted that, for
approximately 40 % of the cases (i.e. 4 % of the total number
of backward trajectory considered), the time needed to cover
the distance between the two sites (approximately 600 km)
is lower or equal to 8 h. This value has been fixed as 1tm .
Therefore, during contemporary night-time lidar session, it
is possible that the same upper tropospheric air mass has the
time to advect from one site to the other one, thus fulfilling
the temporal Match condition.
The first requirement consists of finding cirrus cases extending or travelling from OHP to RTV in the dataset of both
instruments. For this study, night-time lidar sessions of twoyear period 2007–2008 have been considered. The statistics
of the number of measurements observed by each lidar and
the number of contemporary night-time measurements are
resumed in Table 2.
Despite the OHP–RTV upper tropospheric favourite direction, the number of contemporary lidar measurements (and
consequently the number of Match sessions) is significantly
reduced by the manual-operating mode of the RMR measurement operations. In fact, out of 42 common day lidar sessions, only four cases, in which the upper tropospheric air
masses successively passed over OHP and RTV sites, fulfilled the above-stated Match criteria and, in particular, since
no coordinated operation was performed at that time, only
one case over both sites observed the presence of the same
air mass including cirrus clouds. This case refers to the night
between 13 and 14 March 2008 where an upper tropospheric
thin cirrus has been measured by OHP and RTV lidars.
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Fig. 1. Cumulative occurrence (in %) of the OHP/RTV air mass
coincidence in function of the time spent by the air masses (at 8, 10
and 12 km; solid, dashed and dotted lines, respectively) to go from
OHP to RTV sites. Backward trajectories have been computed for
the 5-yr period (2006–2010).
Table 2. Night-time lidar sessions, common days of measurements
and Match sessions acquired during the period 2007–2008 by the
OHP and RTV lidar systems.

2007–2008
# Lidar sessions

4.2

OHP

RTV

Common
days

Match
sessions

306

71

42

4

Test case description

Figure 2a and b report the temporal evolution of the BSR
measured for this night at OHP and RTV stations, respectively. White vertical lines indicate the quasi-stationary periods identified. According to the procedure described in
Sect. 2, the combined use of the elastic and nitrogen Raman
channel of the two systems allowed for the characterization
of the cirrus observed through lidar principal parameters.
Table 3a and b give the results of this analysis for each
quasi-stationary period of the lidar sessions of the two
sites. In particular, optical depth τ has been estimated independently using both the BSR profile inside the cirrus
with a fixed a priori value of LR (particle integration, PI,
method, Cadet et al., 2005) and the comparison of the elastic
backscattering signals, fitted through the radiosonde density
profile, just below and above the cloud (molecular integration, MI, method, Chen et al., 2002). For the cirrus observed
through the RTV lidar system, the amount of signal in the nitrogen channel permitted evaluation of τ using the extinction
of Raman signal below and above the cirrus (Raman method,
Ansmann et al., 1992). However, because of the very low optical thickness of the cirrus studied, the optical depths, calculated with MI and the Raman methods, are affected by large
errors, as reported by Table 3a and b. The errors associated
with optical depths are calculated following the appendix in
Chen et al. (2002). Furthermore, it is worth noting that, in
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 6, 457–470, 2013

Fig. 2a. Contour plot of the backscattering ratio (BSR) calculated
from the elastic channel at 532 nm for the lidar session at OHP
between 18:48 and 01:44 UTC. White vertical lines identify the
quasi-stationary periods. The horizontal red bar indicates the quasistationary period used in the Match approach (18:48–19:20 UTC).

cases of optically thin cirrus (τ  1, in the visible), the multiple scattering factor has an influence of less than 1 % in the
estimation of τ ; therefore, no corrections of multiple scattering have been made. The temperature values inside the cirrus
for OHP and RTV, as well as the density profiles, are derived from the operational radiosonde launched, respectively,
from Nimes (80 km west from the OHP) and Pratica di Mare
(25 km south-west from RTV). During the OHP lidar session
there is no presence of cirrus between 19:20 and 21:38 UTC,
while cirrus is constantly present over the RTV site with a
case of two-layer cirrus for the first two hours.
The cirrus clouds sensed through the OHP lidar have similar characteristics of those identified through RMR system.
In particular, both cirrus clouds exhibit similar values of
optical depth, mean altitude, thickness and intensity of the
mean backscattering ratio. These values highlight the presence, over both sites, of a subvisible cirrus (SVC), which has
an optical depth always below 0.03 (except for period 2 of
the OHP), a thickness varying from 500 m and 1.3 km, an
altitude between 10.8 and 11.4 km and a top height that is
around the local tropopause (11.24 and 11.10 km for OHP
and RTV), which was calculated using radiosonde temperature data and the definition of thermal tropopause.
The 3-D backward trajectories, corresponding to the
height of the cirrus envelopes (from 10.7 km to 11.7 km), for
the air masses which pass above the OHP site at 19:00 UTC
on 13 March 2008 and arrive near RTV site at 01:00 UTC on
14 March 2008 are shown in Fig. 3. For clarity, for each altitude, only central backward trajectories of the reliable clusters are reported. The case considered satisfies both spatial
(the air masses pass near the RTV site at about 80 km, within
Rmax ) and temporal (the air mass advection time from one
site to the other, 6 h approximately, is within 1tm ) Match
conditions (see Sect. 3).
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/457/2013/
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Fig. 2b. Contour plot of the backscattering ratio (BSR) calculated
from the elastic channel at 532 nm for the lidar session at RTV
between 19:31 and 00:50 UTC. White vertical lines identify the
quasi-stationary periods. The horizontal red bar indicates the quasistationary period used in the Match approach (23:37–00:50 UTC).

4.3

Test case characterization

The temporal evolution of height, temperature and potential temperature (z, T and θ, respectively) between
11 March 2008 at 01:00 UTC and 14 March 2008 at
01:00 UTC for the cirrus envelopes, considered in Fig. 3, are
shown in Fig. 4. Focusing on the trajectory parts at the very
right-hand side of the graph, this figure reveals an essentially
constant trend for θ during the evolution between the two
sites (air masses advected, roughly, along the same isentropic
levels), except for the slight fluctuation of ≈ 3/4 K between
the 15:00 UTC and 22:00 UTC on 13 March 2008 that, for
the moment, will be neglected as well as the coincident fluctuation observed in the last part of z and T air mass evolution. On the contrary, a relevant constant increase (decrease)
between 11 March 2008 at 04:00 UTC and 12 March 2008 at
04:00 UTC noticed when considering the z (T ) evolution of
cirrus envelopes, will be discussed afterwards.
The previous analysis allows assuming a quasi-isentropic
air mass transport between the two sites (between
13 March 2008 at 19:00 UTC and 14 March 2008 at
01:00 UTC, black horizontal bars in Fig. 4).
If we assume that the cirrus shape was evolving from both
locations only due to crystal fall, the fulfilment of Match conditions permits one to use the difference between the two cirrus heights (1zcir ), measured by OHP and RTV lidars, corrected with the local isentropic shift (1ztheta ), to estimate the
mean crystal fall velocity (vs ) between the two sites, following the simplified equation below:
vs = (1zcir + 1ztheta )/1t ,

(1)

where 1t is the time spent by the air mass to go from one
site to the other.
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Fig. 3. Backward trajectories initialized 14 March 2008 at
01:00 UTC until 11 March 2008 at 01:00 UTC for three atmospheric levels (10.7, 11.2, 11.7 km; black, yellow and blue, respectively) that include bottom and top heights of the cirrus observed
by OHP and RTV lidars. Stars points denote the positions of OHP
(43.9◦ N/5.7◦ E) and RTV (41.8◦ N/12.7◦ E) sites, while plus points
indicate the air mass temporal position every 12 h.

Equation (1) is valid only with the hypotheses of adiabatic transport and of “frozen” conditions inside the cirrus
(i.e. cloud microphysical evolution and mesoscale fluctuations are not taken into account at this stage) between the
two sites. We will assume these hypotheses in the remaining
part of this section, while their validity will be discussed in
the next section. For this “frozen” condition, the only mechanism of ice crystal destruction is by sedimentation, while any
generating mechanisms of new ice crystals are not foreseen.
The first and the last quasi-stationary periods, respectively,
at the OHP and RTV (see Table 3a and b), whose temporal
distance corresponds to 1t (approximately 6 h), have been
compared. The backscattering ratio profiles of the two cirrus clouds are reported in Fig. 5. The considered mid-cirrus
height (zcir ) are defined according to Chen et al. (2002):
zRtop

zcir =

z0 R(z0 )dz0

zbase
zRtop

,

(2)

R(z0 )dz0

zbase

namely the BSR mass centre of the cirrus (11.42 and
11.20 km, respectively for OHP and RTV periods, with
dzcir = 0.05 km). Considering the height and isentropic shift
(0.2 and approximately 0.1 km, respectively) between the
two sites, vf is approximately 1.5 cm s−1 .
Assuming that the terms of the sum in the right part of
Eq. (1) are uncorrelated and if the uncertainty in 1t is neglected, the uncertainty (dvs ) is mainly due to the separation
contribution of the errors of these terms. In this study, only
the uncertainty (d1zcir ) associated to 1zcir has been considered , so that dvs ≈ d1zcir , derived by the propagation error
formula, is approximately 0.3 cm s−1 .
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Table 3a. Characterization of cirrus quasi-stationary periods identified at OHP through principal lidar parameters. Temperature values are
derived from the operational radiosoundings launched from Nimes (80 km west from OHP).
UTC

18:48–19:20

21:38–22:50

22:53–23:41

23:43–01:46

Occurrence (min)
Geometric mean height (km)
Thickness (km)
Intensity of the mean BSR
Relative height (km)
Mean T inside the cloud (K)
Optical depth (PI method, LR = 18.2 sr)
Optical depth (MI method)

32
11.42
0.5
7.6 ± 3.8
0.19
211
0.026 ± 0.001
0.021 ± 0.005

72
11.40
1.0
9.0 ± 8.8
0.17
211
0.051 ± 0.001
0.011 ± 0.007

48
11.30
1.0
2.4 ± 1.6
0.07
210
0.024 ± 0.001
0.008 ± 0.009

123
11.30
0.8
1.8 ± 1.2
0.07
210
0.009 ± 0.001
0.011 ± 0.011

Table 3b. Characterization of cirrus quasi-stationary periods identified at RTV through principal lidar parameters. Temperature values are
derived from the operational radiosoundings launched from Pratica di Mare (25 km south-west from RTV).
UTC

19:31–20:43

20:44–21:51

21:52–23:06

23:07–23:36

23:37–00:50

Occurrence (min)
Geometric mean height (km)
Thickness (km)
Intensity of the mean BSR
Relative height (km)
Mean T inside the cloud (K)
Optical depth (PI method, LR = 18.2 sr)
Optical depth (MI method)
Optical depth (Raman method)

72
10.75
1.07
1.4 ± 0.4
−0.35
216
0.003 ± 0.001
0.011 ± 0.008
0.011 ± 0.008

67
10.90
1.3
1.6 ± 0.7
−0.20
215
0.007 ± 0.001
0.005 ± 0.027
0.007 ± 0.007

74
11.10
0.7
1.9 ± 0.7
0.00
214
0.005 ± 0.001
0.031 ± 0.033
0.004 ± 0.03

29
11.10
0.6
2.5 ± 1.6
0.00
214
0.008 ± 0.001
0.018 ± 0.091
–

73
11.20
0.7
2.4 ± 1.6
0.05
213
0.011 ± 0.001
0.027 ± 0.081
0.029 ± 0.053

Furthermore, vs is also affected by the fact that larger crystals, during the advection between the two sites, could have
disappeared and reformed before the cirrus was above the
arrival site, with the result that the value of vs could be underestimated. In the case considered, in fact, the height of zcir
for OHP cirrus was calculated including a part of the cirrus
(the large peak at 11.4 km in Fig. 5) that is likely to be composed of large crystals. To roughly estimate this systematic
error, it has been assumed that only survival small crystals,
which are mostly present in the upper part of the OHP cirrus, cause the cirrus vertical displacement observed between
OHP and RTV. With this assumption, zcir at the OHP is equal
to 11.51 km and the corresponding vs is 1.9 cm s−1 .
Although, with single-wavelength measurements, it is
not possible to distinguish which properties have evolved
between two successive measurements, changes of the
backscatter signal and in optical depth can most probably be
associated with changes in the crystal size parameter during
advection (Jumelet et al., 2008). In particular, from the lidar
values of the quasi-stationary periods considered in Table 3a
and b and the Fig. 5, the cirrus, in addition to lower in altitude, appears to extend its vertical thickness (1z from 0.5
to 0.7 km) and simultaneously decrease its optical depth (τ
from 0.026 to 0.011, considering the values estimated with PI
method) and the intensity of the mean BSC inside the cirrus
(from 7.6 to 2.4). A similar variation in τ is not highlighted
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when comparing the values derived from the MI and Raman
methods, but the great uncertainty affecting these values did
not allow for making any further analysis. Using the values of
1z and τ measured by the two lidar stations, it is possible to
roughly evaluate the crystal mean radius variation. In fact, assuming a uniform mono-dispersed size distribution throughout the cloud depth and a constant extinction efficiency (Qe )
of 2, the experimental ice crystal effective radius (rexp ) for
various number concentrations (N0 ) can be estimated, according to the following formula (Comstock et al., 2002):
r
rexp =

τ
.
N0 · 1z · Qe · τ

(3)

The comparison between the values of rexp for the two considered periods highlights, for ice crystal population with the
same number concentration, an effective radius reduction of
more than 50 % that might be caused by the ice crystal sedimentation into sub-saturated air below the cirrus. In fact, on
average, this process tends towards decreasing the population of large ice crystals (which fall out of the cloud layer
and sublimate), favouring the persistence of small ice crystals.
Utilizing the range of values 1.4–1.9 cm s−1 for vs and following the Stokes equation, it is possible, assuming spherical
shape, to calculate the theoretical mean radius (rth ) of crystals for the cirrus at the French departure site:
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/457/2013/
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the altitude, potential temperature and temperature of the air mass backward trajectories between 11 March 2008
at 01:00 UTC and 14 March 2008 at 01:00 UTC for three atmospheric levels (10.7, 11.2, 11.7 km; black, yellow and blue, respectively) that include bottom and top heights for the cirrus observed by
OHP and RTV lidars. Horizontal delimited black bars indicate air
mass passage above OHP and RTV sites (13 March 2008 at around
19:00 UTC and 14 March 2008 at 01:00 UTC, respectively).

s
rth =

9
vs µ
·
,
2 (ρi − ρa )g

(4)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the air, ρi and ρa are,
respectively, the mass density of ice and air, and g is the
gravitational acceleration. For the values of temperature and
pressure, derived from Nimes radiosounding, rth is equal to
9.9–11.5 µm. From the comparison of these values to the set
of rexp in Table 4, it is possible to deduce the corresponding
values of N0 and then to estimate qualitatively the OHP cirrus
ice water content (IWC), which is roughly 0.1–0.01 mg m−3 .
The value of vs (1.4–1.9 cm s−1 ), estimated for the cirrus observed by OHP and RTV lidar systems during the
night from 13 to 14 March 2008, is consistent with the types
of crystals that are likely to compose a high altitude, optically thin, cold cirrus, namely crystals with simple shapes
and small dimensions. Furthermore, the qualitative values
of r and IWC derived for the cirrus (≈ 10 µm and 0.1–
0.01 mg m−3 , respectively) studied are comparable to those
observed for SVCs in other studies (Immler et al., 2008, for
northern mid-latitude SVC; Davis et al., 2010, for a tropical
tropopause SVC).
Following mid-latitude cirrus classification derived from
the lidar data of the French site (Keckhut et al., 2006), the
case considered belongs to the thin tropopause class, which
is characterized by low values of temperature, thickness and
optical depth and a location in correspondence with the local tropopause. Several case studies (Keckhut et al., 2005;
Montoux et al., 2010) relate the formation of this class to
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/457/2013/
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Fig. 5. Backscattering ratio profiles of the cirrus measured at OHP
for the first quasi-stationary period (18:48–19:20 UTC, continuous
line) and at RTV for the last quasi-stationary period (23:37–00:50,
dashed line). Horizontal black lines identify the cirrus top and base
heights, while the red lines indicate cirrus mid-heights.

large-scale transport processes (advection to mid-latitudes of
clouds related to cumulonimbus clouds anvils or of moist
tropical upper tropospheric air masses). This latter hypothesis (in particular the transport of moist air masses) could be
the explanation for the formation of the considered cirrus. In
fact, the drop in temperature by approximately 10 K experienced by the air mass during their transit over the western
and central part of the Atlantic (see Fig. 4) corresponds to a
slight air uplift of 1000 m in approximately 24 h (1.2 cm s−1 ).
This feature could be associated with an adiabatic process
over the Atlantic Ocean bringing wet air to upper regions
of the troposphere. The adiabatic cooling, associated with
the observed air mass upward motion, could have resulted
in an increase of ice saturation and favoured the formation
and growth of ice crystals (Jensen et al., 1996; Boehm et al.,
1999). Therefore, the considered cirrus seems to relate to the
air transport of small-scale filamentary structures extending
for a couple of hundred of kilometers horizontally and with a
vertical thickness of a few kilometers (Keckhut et al., 2005).
Furthermore, with the relatively small size of ice crystals (radius ≈ 10 µm), as in the case considered, cloud radiative heating could generate a circulation (with rising inside the cloud,
sinking outside the cloud, entrainment at cloud base, detrainment at cloud top), which can provide a water supply for the
cloud and substantially extend the cloud lifetime, as shown
by Dinh et al. (2010).
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Table 4. Estimates of effective ice crystal radius (r) derived from
Eq. (1) for the values of 1z and τ of the cirrus quasy-stationary
periods considered in the Match approach. Calculations are made
for five different ice crystal number concentrations (N0 ).

4.4

N0 [number cm−3 ]

OHP r [µm]

RTV r [µm]

0.05
0.1
0.5
1
5

12.9
9.1
4.1
2.9
1.3

6.0
4.3
1.9
1.3
0.6

Test case uncertainties and consistency

As stated in Sect. 3, one of the main requirements to provide meaningful Match observations is a correct value of
Rmax . In absence of any space-borne instrument information, Rmax = 150 km has been fixed on the basis of the structure characteristics of the observed cirrus (see Sect. 4.3)
and R = 80 km, resulting from Hysplit model, fulfilling this
condition. However, at the RTV site the studied “quasistationary” time period is approximately 1 h long (from 23:37
to 00:50 UTC, see Fig. 2b), which, with a 100 km h−1 horizontal wind speed, could mean a “quasi-stationary” spatial
extension of the cloud of 100 km. Thus, the fixed value of
Rmax appears to be too large and, for this case, a probably
reliable value could be 50 km (centering the cloud on the air
mass).
Another source of error, which has not been considered,
is d1ztheta , the uncertainty associated with air masses isentropic shift between the two sites. The representativeness of
thermodynamic variables is a critical point in meteorological
models and depends upon local effects as well as the larger
scale gradients of the variable and how well a gridded field
can represent a continuous function. The accurate estimation
of this term is difficult and, for the aim of the paper, not necessary. However, if we consider that an error of 100 m would
lead to d1ztheta ≈ 0.6 cm s−1 , the vertical resolution of the
Hyplit version used (50 hPa in upper troposphere) is not adequate for the required precision.
The analysis of backward trajectories is useful to discuss
the validity of the “frozen” approach used in Sect. 4.3 to estimate vs through Eq. (1). In particular, the Fig. 4 reveals that
between 20:00–21:00 UTC on 13 March, in correspondence
to the crossing of Maritime Alps, air masses seem to rise by
200 m, with an increase in temperature by 1 K. This behavior
could be related to the effect of significant mixing processes
of the air parcels exposed to orographic perturbations. In the
case considered, the cirrus maintenance could have also been
affected by the 1ztheta = 100 m upward (and a corresponding cooling of 1 K) that could have caused to new ice nucleation. This could lead to a misinterpretation of cirrus shift
that could be due to nucleation instead of sedimentation.
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 6, 457–470, 2013

Table 5. Estimates of the principal error sources of the mean sedimentation velocity (vs ) for the considered test case. Each uncertainty is tabulated in terms of quantified or qualitatively estimated
relative error.

Source of error
d1zcir
d1zmicro (frozen conditions)
d1zmeso
d1zmicro
d1ztheta

quantified
(relative error)
20 %
30 %
–
–
–

estimated
(relative error)
–
–
30 %
> 30 %
> 50 %

Furthermore, the advection over the Alps could trigger the
formation of gravity waves. Several works have shown that
mesoscale fluctuations induced by gravity waves in the upper
troposphere and lower stratosphere considerably influence
the formation and the evolution of high cirrus clouds (Haag
and Kärcher, 2004; Jensen et al., 2005; Kärcher, 2012). The
analysis of the observed lidar quasi stationary periods cannot
provide information about these effects, excepting the consideration that the maximum mid-cirrus height displacement
of the quasi stationary cirrus over the two sites is 100 m (from
11.4 to 11.3 km for OHP and from 11.1 to 11.2 km for three
last quasi-stationary cirrus single layer periods for RTV; see
Table 3a and b). This vertical displacement could be connected to the fact that temperature fluctuations on scales of
hundred kilometres in the upper troposphere are of the order
of 1 K (Gierens et al., 2007).
However, while accurate sedimentation values cannot be
retrieved, the estimation of crystal fall velocities are useful
whatever the processes involved.
The major uncertainty for retrieving the crystal fall velocity, as individual crystals cannot be observed, is the univocal link between the vertical cirrus shape given by the lidar backscatter ratio and the vertical distribution of the same
crystals some time later. The vertical shape of the cirrus can
also be due to multiple successive frozen/sublimation effects
along the cirrus path or small-scale dynamical effects, such
as those induced by gravity waves, that can modify the instantaneous temperature profile when lidar observation are
performed. This uncertainty is mainly link to the fact that
observations are performed at two given times and no information is available between both lidar observations.
From these considerations, it is clear that the terms regarding ice formation/sublimation and mesoscale fluctuations
cannot be neglected in Eq. (1), in particular if the sites are
relatively distant, as in the case of OHP and RTV. The a priori
assumptions of “frozen” conditions and isentropic transport
need to be verified to quantitatively apply this methodology
to cirrus studies.
To overcome this difficulty (i.e. to verify the processes
to which cirrus crystals are subjected during the transport
from one site to the other), several improvements can be
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/457/2013/
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proposed. The first one consists in increasing the observation sampling in using, for example, other lidar stations, reduced distances between stations and/or additional observations using space measurements, as can be provided by
CALIOP (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization), the space-borne lidar installed on CALIPSO (Cloud
Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation).
Another possible tool to track cirrus advection could be the
use of satellite data from passive space-borne instruments.
In our case, the small optical thickness of the cirrus limited
the use of passive sensors (we do not have any geostationary images) while coincident CALIOP lidar-tracks were not
available.
Another approach is to use numerical simulations with
high resolution to reproduce the small-scale dynamics. An
employment of cirrus microphysical-resolved models (such
as Weather Research and Forecasting, WRF, Gu et al., 2011)
is necessary to simulate and monitor the effect of these fluctuations on the evolution of cirrus properties between the
two sites. For this purpose, collocated temperature measurements are also recommended in substitution of operational
radiosoundings that, in the case of OHP, are 80 km away from
the lidar station.
Finally, another improvement will consist in having a better description of micro-physic parameters to be able to understand if the vertical cirrus shape evolution is consistent
with micro-physic changes. Lidars with additional wavelengths, polarizations, and Raman nitrogen references allow
size-distribution and form descriptions.
Table 5 summarizes, for the considered test case, the principal error sources of the mean sedimentation velocity (vs ),
derived by the Match–lidar method, in terms of quantified or
qualitatively estimated relative error.

5

Conclusions

In this work, an observation strategy to study the evolution of cirrus optical properties has been evaluated. This
methodology, which couples lidar measurements through the
Match approach, foresees characterization of mean significant changes in optical properties of cirrus quasi-stationary
periods from the analysis of the lidar parameter variations observed between successive measurements located along the
direction of the air mass advection. To assess its feasibility,
the technique has been tested using the existing subsamples
of datasets (2007–2008) of OHP and RTV lidars, which are
located along one of the typical directions of the front progression in the Mediterranean area, and exhibiting similar instrumental characteristics in terms of emitted wavelengths,
data resolution and performances. Applying to this dataset a
common algorithm procedure and the proposed cirrus Match
approach, a test case of upper tropospheric thin cirrus observed by the two instruments during the night from 13 to
14 March 2008 has been identified and studied. To estimate
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/6/457/2013/
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the main uncertainties characterizing the adopted approach,
assumptions on a quasi-isentropic air mass transport and cirrus “frozen conditions” during the advection between the two
sites have been made. These hypotheses allowed for using
the first and the last quasi-stationary periods, measured, respectively, above the OHP and the RTV, to estimate the crystal cloud mean sedimentation velocity (vs ) between the two
sites. The range of retrieved values for vs (1.4–1.9 cm s−1 )
is consistent with crystals of simple shapes and small dimensions. The uncertainty associated with this value, considering
only the error of the term representing the difference between
the two cirrus heights, is around 20 %. One of the critical
points in this estimation, attested by a range bar of more than
30 %, is that, during advection, larger crystals, because of ice
sedimentation, could have disappeared before the cirrus was
above the arrival site, causing an underestimation of vs . This
effect has to be considered when calculating the cirrus height
at the departure site. Moreover additional non-negligible uncertainties could derive from the error of the isentropic shift
predicted by Hysplit model (d1ztheta ≈ 0.6 cm s−1 for an error of 100 m), while the qualitative analysis of RTV quasistationary cirrus period casts doubts, for the test-case, on the
suitability of the Rmax value.
The main critical point of the technique is that, to reliably
estimate vs , the validity of the adopted assumptions has to
be verified. In fact, during the transport from one site to the
other, cirrus crystals are subjected to modification of their
optical and physical properties. Therefore, the developed cirrus observing strategy, in addition to the fulfilment of the
Match conditions, is exploitable only with a careful evaluation of dynamical changes and microphysical processes inside the cirrus during advection. In particular, mescoscale
fluctuations could have a strong impact on cirrus formation
and evolution and must be evaluated.
For these reasons, the value of vs derived for the test
case, although consistent with ice crystals composing high
tropopause cirrus as those observed over the two sites, is
characterized by a high number of uncertainties that compromise its scientific relevance. However, the considered Match
case allowed achieving the objective of this work: to assess
the technique feasibility and to fix the procedures to solve the
main critical issues identified.
In conclusion, the developed Match–lidar method seems
to be a valid tool to study the mean evolution of cirrus that
have a large horizontal extension (hundred of km), long cloud
lifetime (tens of hours) and a relatively small horizontal variability. The high vertical spatial and temporal resolution of
lidar measurements together with a Lagrangian approach assure a characterization of cirrus optical parameters, in particular for those cirrus clouds, as SVCs, that are hardly observable through space-borne passive instruments. However, several uncertainties affect the technique and significant requirements have to be adopted to appropriately apply the methodology and to quantitatively determine the associated uncertainties:
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– lidar stations must be located along frequent directions
of air mass displacements, at a maximum distance of
200–300 km that allows distinguishing changes in main
cirrus optical properties and that, at the same time, assures a high probability of Match events and a cirrus
persistence between the two sites;
The publication of this article is financed by CNRS-INSU.

– high temporal and spatial variability of cirrus is a critical issue of adopting lidar–Match coupling to cirrus observations. To reduce the uncertainties associated with
this variability, mean lidar quantities through the identification of quasi-stationary temporal periods have to be
employed;
– a procedure to fix suitable value of match-radius (Rmax )
has to be developed on the basis of the cirrus characteristics (spatial extension and variability);
– multi-wavelength lidar measurements are required to
quantitatively characterize the differences of LPPs (e.g.
geometrical and optical thickness, back-scattering profile distribution) observed between two sites;
– lidar data have to be integrated with ancillary measurements (in situ and space-borne) of cirrus crystal size distribution, water vapour and temperature to characterize
the processes to which cirrus are subjected during the
transport from one site to another;
– the assumption of isentropic transport and “frozen” conditions inside the cirrus must be verified by using a microphysical cirrus model (WRF) to monitor the impact
of mesoscale fluctuations and the evolution of microphysical cirrus processes between the two sites. The cirrus persistence could also be verified by the employment of CALIOP data to track cirrus advection.
Dedicated campaigns, which will fulfil the requirements
listed above, are planned to study, through this approach, the
mean micro-physical changes of mid-latitude cirrus clouds
during advections.
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